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Abstract
The adsorption behavior of trimesic acid (TMA) on rutile TiO2(110) is studied by means of
non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) and density-functional theory (DFT). Upon
low-coverage adsorption at room temperature, NC-AFM imaging reveals individual molecules,
centered above the surface titanium rows. Based on the NC-AFM results alone it is difficult to
deduce whether the molecules are lying flat or standing upright on the surface. To elucidate the
detailed adsorption geometry, we perform DFT calculations, considering a large number of
different adsorption positions. Our DFT calculations suggest that single TMA molecules adsorb
with the benzene ring parallel to the surface plane. In this configuration, two carboxylic groups
can anchor to the surface in a bidentate fashion with the oxygen atoms binding to surface
titanium atoms while the hydrogen atoms approach oxygen atoms within the bridging oxygen
rows. The most favorable adsorption position is obtained in the presence of a hydroxyl defect,
allowing for additional binding of the third carboxylic group.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
The binding of organic molecules onto surfaces is of great
interest in fields such as catalysis [1], surface functionalization
and corrosion protection [2] as well as bio-sensing [3].
Moreover, for employing molecular self-assembly [4] in future
molecular electronic devices [5], a detailed understanding of
molecule–substrate interaction is required.
Consequently, the adsorption of molecules on surfaces
has attracted considerable attention in the last few decades
and has been investigated both experimentally [6, 7] as well
as theoretically [8, 9]. So far, however, the vast majority of
studies have been carried out using metallic rather than oxide
surfaces. This is largely due to the fact that oxide surfaces
often constitute a great challenge since they combine localized
and delocalized electronic states and frequently show weak
interaction with adsorbates. Also from an experimental point
of view, studying oxide surfaces can be very demanding as
many surface science techniques require conductive substrates
1 Present address: Institut fu¨r Physikalische Chemie, Johannes Gutenberg-
Universita¨t Mainz, Jakob-Welder-Weg 11, 55099 Mainz, Germany.
and are, therefore, not suited for studying insulating oxide
materials.
Recently, molecular adsorption studies have been ex-
tended to oxide surfaces, with rutile TiO2(110) being a very
prominent model surface due to its manifold applications in a
wide range of different fields [10]. In particular, the adsorption
of organic molecules containing carboxylic groups has been
investigated both theoretically based on density-functional
theory (DFT) [11–14] and experimentally using scanning
tunneling as well as atomic force microscopy [15–20]. Being
a versatile molecular linker, terephthalic acid (TPA) has been
studied recently on TiO2(110), revealing a transition from flat-
lying molecules at low coverage to upright-standing molecules
at high coverage [17, 18].
Trimesic acid (TMA), inhibiting one additional carboxylic
moiety compared to TPA, has been discussed as a molecular
building block for highly ordered structures on conducting
surfaces such as HOPG, Cu, Au and Ag [19, 21–25]. On these
surfaces, the flat-lying TMA molecules form characteristic
‘flower’ and ‘chicken wire’ structures stabilized by hydrogen
bonds between the carboxylic acid groups. In contrast, it is
generally assumed for carboxylic acid groups on TiO2(110)
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Figure 1. Model of the TiO2(110) surface. Black, bright gray and
dark gray circles represent the Ti, bridging oxygen and in-plane
oxygen atoms, respectively. A model of a TMA molecule is drawn to
scale.
to dissociate at room temperature, giving carboxylate and
hydrogen, although theoretical calculations have yielded rather
similar binding energies for the protonated and deprotonated
form [11, 26, 27]. For small molecules, the carboxylate adsorbs
on a pair of 5-fold coordinated Ti atoms in a bridge form
with the O–C–O plane aligned along the [001] crystallographic
direction. So far, larger molecules are assumed to follow this
trend [18, 28].
Here, we study the adsorption of trimesic acid
(C6H3(COOH)3, TMA) on TiO2(110), to gain insights into
the detailed adsorption geometry. The surface structure of
TiO2(110) and a model of a TMA molecule drawn to scale
are presented in figure 1.
Upon low-coverage deposition at room temperature under
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, our non-contact atomic
force microscopy (NC-AFM) experiments reveal individual
molecules being centered above the surface titanium rows.
From the NC-AFM images alone it remains, however, difficult
to deduce the molecular binding configuration. To tackle the
question of the detailed binding situation, we complement
the experimental results with DFT calculations. Using the
SIESTA [29, 30] code, we explore the binding behavior
of a large number of different adsorption configurations,
including deprotonated TMA. Besides the stoichiometric
surface, we also consider hydroxyl defects, which are
known to considerably alter the binding situation of organic
molecules [31]. In the absence of surface defects, we find
TMA adsorbing in a flat-lying geometry with two carboxyl
groups binding in a bidentate fashion to the surface. The
oxygen atoms of the two carboxylic groups (OCOOH) bind
towards the surface titanium atoms (Tisurf) while the hydrogen
atoms (HCOOH) anchor to the bridging oxygen atoms (Obridge),
forming a hydrogen bond. This adsorption mechanism yields a
binding energy of 2.16 eV (see below). The binding energy
is even higher (by 0.2 eV) if adsorption occurs on top of
a hydroxyl defect of the TiO2 surface. In this case, the
third carboxylic group can also form a bond towards the
surface by bending its oxygen atom (OCOOH) towards the
hydrogen atom at the surface (Hdefect). As a consequence of
enhanced binding to surface defects, diffusion of the TMA
molecules would be suppressed. These findings suggest that
surface hydroxyl defects, which are inevitably obtained when
preparing TiO2(110) in UHV, play a central role for anchoring
of the molecules towards the surface.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the experimental techniques and discusses the measured AFM
data of TMA on TiO2. In section 3 we discuss the theoretical
approach and investigate the resulting structural and energetic
data for the adsorption of TMA. A short summary concludes
the paper.
2. Non-contact atomic force microscopy
NC-AFM measurements were performed using a VT AFM 25
from Omicron (Taunusstein, Germany) under UHV condi-
tions [31]. In NC-AFM, a sharp tip mounted to the end of
an oscillating cantilever is brought near the surface, sensing
forces acting between the foremost tip atoms and surface
species. These forces shift the current oscillation frequency f
relative to the resonance frequency f0 of the free oscillating
cantilever. The frequency shift  f = f − f0, referred to
as detuning, is the main measuring signal and is sampled in
a rectangular array of 500 pixel × 500 pixels. Additionally,
the signal may be fed into a distance regulation, keeping  f
at a certain set point. In this constant-detuning mode, the main
signal is the topography channel. The pictures shown in this
work are taken in an intermediate constant-height/constant-
detuning mode for tip stability reasons [32]. The TiO2 samples
were of the highest available quality from MTI (Richmond,
USA). The (110) surfaces were prepared by several cycles
of Ar+ sputtering at 1 keV and annealing at ∼1100 K, each
step lasting for 15 min. Both, molecule deposition and NC-
AFM measurements were performed with the sample held at
room temperature. The TMA molecules (purity of 97%) were
bought from Sigma-Aldrich. They were sublimated from a
glass crucible held at a temperature of around ∼410 K. The
corresponding rate of ∼2.9 ML h−1 was calibrated using a
quartz crystal microbalance2.
For imaging TiO2(110) using NC-AFM, different contrast
mechanisms have been reported [33–36]. In all imaging
modes, rows along the [001] crystallographic direction are
easily resolved. The assignment to in-plane titanium or
protruding oxygen rows, however, requires identification of the
surface defects: vacancies as well as hydroxyls are located on
the bridging oxygen rows exclusively.
The three most prominent imaging modes have been
explained with a simple model based on electrostatic
interaction: in the so-called ‘hole-mode’ imaging, bridging
oxygen rows are imaged bright with the defects appearing as
dark depressions along the bright oxygen rows. This mode
was explained by a positive tip termination, yielding the largest
2 For our setup, one monolayer (1 ML) of TMA on TiO2(110) is reached after
sublimating the TMA at 411 K for (1060 ± 70) s.
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Figure 2. TiO2(110) with adsorbed TMA molecules, sublimated for
5 min at 407 K (raw data detuning image, the fast scan direction is to
the right, the slow scan direction is down). Several molecules are
marked by a white circle, one larger molecular cluster is marked by a
white rectangle. Furthermore, we can identify the bright rows as
in-plane titanium rows due to the presence of bright defects in
between them; two are marked by small triangles. This imaging
mode has been referred to as the ’protrusion mode’, which has been
explained by a negative tip termination [33].
interaction with the bridging oxygen rows [33, 34]. In the so-
called ‘protrusion-mode’ imaging, in-plane titanium rows are
imaged bright with the defects appearing as bright linkers in
between these rows. This mode was explained by a negative tip
termination, yielding the largest interaction with the titanium
atoms [33, 34]. In the so-called ‘neutral’ mode, the bridging
oxygen rows are imaged bright, with the defects appearing as
bright protrusions on top of these rows [34, 35].
Recently, the imaging of the in-plane titanium atoms
additionally to the bridging oxygen rows has also been
reported [35], as well as the imaging of the in-plane oxygen
rows, performing experiments at 80 K [36].
Figure 2 presents the TiO2(110) surface after sublimating
TMA for 5 min with the glass crucible held at 407 K.
Concerning the substrate, bright rows along the [001] crystal-
lographic direction are visible. These rows are interconnected
by bright ‘linkers’, two of which are marked by small white
triangles. We attribute these linkers to hydroxyl defects and,
consequently, identify the bright rows as in-plane titanium
rows (the so-called protrusion mode, which has been explained
by a negative tip termination [33, 34]).
The TMA molecules appear to be immobile and are
imaged as rather large protrusions with the molecular center
being positioned above a surface titanium row. The position
along the [001] crystallographic direction cannot be deduced
from the images as atomic resolution along this direction was
not obtained. Some of the molecules appear to possess a
three-fold structure: two bright stripes are aligned along the
[001] crystallographic direction and a third stripe along the
[1¯10]. This structure is visible in most of the molecules
present, sometimes less pronounced. Note that the dark center
may be an imaging artifact: as an intermediate constant-
height/constant-detuning mode was used, the tip may penetrate
into the repulsive regime [32].
Considering the molecular structure, this three-fold
structure might be explained by the three carboxylic groups
attached to the benzene core of a flat-lying TMA molecule.
However, as we do not know the exact tip geometry we cannot
exclude image artifacts from, e.g., a multiple tip. Thus,
based on the NC-AFM images alone, the detailed adsorption
configuration cannot be deduced.
Very rarely, diffusion events were observed. Interestingly,
when a molecule diffuses, the motion is very fast, actually
much too fast to experimentally determine the corresponding
hopping rate. The fast diffusion contradicts the small number
of diffusion events observed. This discrepancy can be resolved
by considering different adsorption positions, including stable
anchoring sites such as surface defect positions.
3. Density-functional theory
To complement the NC-AFM results and to elucidate the
detailed adsorption geometry, we performed DFT calculations
using the SIESTA package. We used the local density
approximation (LDA) with a Ceperley Alder exchange–
correlation potential [37], a mesh cutoff of 130 Ryd and
a double zeta polarized (DZP) basis set [30]. Gradient-
corrected exchange–correlation functionals sometimes yield
qualitatively wrong results for weakly interacting adsorption
systems (like, e.g., PTCDA on Ag(111), which does not bind
in GGA at all), for which LDA has been shown to perform
in good agreement with more elaborate exchange–correlation
total-energy methods [38–40]. We therefore employ LDA to
describe the adsorption mechanisms, although LDA sometimes
tends to overbind. Our results for the adsorption energies may
thus be understood as upper limits. The most extended orbitals
are truncated at a radius of 3.75, 2.74, 3.57 and 3.45 A˚ for Ti,
O, C and H, respectively. For titanium we considered the 3s, 3p
and 3d orbitals as valence orbitals, while all other orbitals were
taken as core states and were replaced by norm-conserving
nonlocal Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials [41]. The cutoff
radii were chosen as 1.0 (1.9, 1.1) bohr for Ti 3s (3p, 3d),
1.15 bohr for O 2s and 2p, and 1.25 bohr for C 2s and 2p,
respectively.
First of all, we relax the bulk structure for rutile TiO2
starting from experimental lattice constants (a = b =
4.5929 A˚, c = 2.9591 A˚) [42] and end up with a structure
showing a small deviation of less than 1% (a = b = 4.5839 A˚,
c = 2.9406 A˚). This value of a is then employed for
the lateral lattice constant of the surface, in order to achieve
mechanical consistency between bulk and surface physics. The
surface is first described by a slab of 11 (atomic) layers (slab
thickness: 12.2 A˚). We relaxed the outermost nine layers while
keeping the two lowest layers at bulk positions. In order to
reduce the numerical cost to a reasonable amount, we then
only considered the upmost six layers of this slab (12 atoms
per 1 × 1 surface unit cell) for all the following calculations,
fixing the coordinates of the two lowest layers. The relaxation
of the systems, consisting of the TiO2(110) surface and one
3
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Figure 3. TiO2(110) slab consisting of six (atomic) layers as used in the DFT calculations.
TMA molecule in various starting configurations, took place
in a 5 × 2 surface unit cell (14.7 A˚ × 12.9 A˚) of 32 A˚
height (figure 3). This supercell size leads to a sufficiently
thick vacuum (∼19 A˚ for molecules standing upright over
the titanium rows and >20 A˚ for all other configurations)
above the surface, ensuring the absence of significant spurious
interaction with the periodically repeated cell. The lateral
distance between two TMA molecules in neighboring cells is
also large enough to suppress significant direct interactions.
This distance is at least 4 A˚. In most cases, however, it is
considerably larger, as the molecules tend to bend.
In all cases the combined system of one TMA molecule
on top of the six-layer TiO2 slab was relaxed until the forces
acting on each atom were smaller than 0.01 eV A˚−1. We then
evaluated two different definitions of the binding energy. We
define Eint as the energy needed to separate the surface and the
molecule without allowing relaxation of surface or molecule
afterward and Eb,r as the energy with allowed relaxation. To
calculate the electronic interaction energy (Eint) we take the
total energy of the relaxed TMA + surface system (E5) and
subtract the individual total energies of the isolated TMA (E1)
and of the surface (E2) with their structures being those of
the adsorption configuration. This binding energy measures
the change of the total energy due to rearranging the electrons
when two objects are brought in contact without changing
their internal structures, i.e. taking the internal structures from
the relaxed adsorption configuration. The relaxed binding
energy (Eb,r), on the other hand, is calculated by subtracting
the individual total energies of the free molecule (E3) and
the free surface (E4) in their individually relaxed structures.
Eb,r thus includes the (positive) deformation energy necessary
to deform both components (molecule and surface) into the
final structures which they take in the adsorption state. The
binding energy Eb,r describes the entire change of the total
energy when a gas-phase TMA molecule adsorbs on TiO2 or
when an adsorbed molecule desorbs into the gas phase on
timescales larger than those of structural relaxation (as, e.g., in
calorimetric measurements). Eint, on the other hand, is a useful
tool for discussing electronic effects, the formation of chemical
bonds between molecule and surface, and quick processes on
short timescales that are too fast to allow for internal structural
deformation, like electronic processes, bond breaking by light,
etc. The thermodynamical stability of one configuration with
respect to another, as well as the search for the lowest-energy
adsorption structure, is controlled by Eb,r.
5:
1:
2:
3:
4:
TMA + surface
TMA
surface
TMA relaxed
surface relaxed
E1+E2
E3+E4
separate,
as in ads. conf.
.
separate,
both relaxed
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Figure 4. Definition of the various total energies (for the respective
configurations), required for the evaluation of the binding energies
(see text).
For both types of binding energy we correct for the basis-
set superposition error (EBSSE) by employing the so-called
counterpoise (CP)/ghost orbital approach [43, 44]. A ghost
orbital can be thought of as an additional basis-set piece (i.e.,
from a binding partner), which may improve the incomplete
basis set of an atom. Finally, this leads to a different (lower)
energy, which should be corrected if one wants to compare
binding energies. Thus, the two binding energies are defined
as follows (see visualization in figure 4):
Eint = E5 − E1 − E2 − EBSSE (1)
Eb,r = E5 − E3 − E4 − EBSSE. (2)
In the following, we define the total energy of the TMA
interacting with the ghost orbitals of the surface (geometry
as in figure 4 configuration 5) as E1+ghost, and the total
energy of the surface interacting with the ghost orbitals of
the TMA molecule as E2+ghost. We then obtain the basis-set
superposition error as
EBSSE = (E1+ghost − E1) + (E2+ghost − E2). (3)
This only takes into account the BSSE coming from the
interaction between the surface and the TMA and not the
BSSE ‘inside’ the TMA (surface) system, which is the error
from each atom interacting with the ghost orbitals of all other
atoms in the TMA (surface) system. We assume that the BSSE
4
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Figure 5. Relaxed configurations of the TMA molecule on the stoichiometric TiO2(110) surface. Note that the projection of the molecules on
the surface plane is shown, resulting in an asymmetric appearance of molecules that adsorb in a tilted configuration. Configuration 1 is the
most stable one.
‘inside’ the unrelaxed TMA (surface) system is the same as for
the relaxed TMA (surface), and they thus cancel each other.
Finding the optimum configuration of a rather large
system as considered here is a difficult problem. The
high computational cost for the calculation of one single
configuration and the large number of possible configurations
make it difficult to find the global total-energy minimum.
In particular, most conventional relaxation algorithms (like,
e.g., the Broyden [45] or Conjugate Gradient [46] method)
might get trapped in local minima, depending on the starting
configuration. Therefore we have considered a large number
of realistic starting configurations in a systematic manner.
They include both flat-lying as well as upright-standing
molecules in deprotonated and intact molecular form, yielding
a comprehensive sampling of the configurational space. The
starting positions for the flat-lying molecules are either
centered over the titanium rows or over the bridging oxygen
rows, including different orientations. Molecules in a standing
configuration are considered in different orientations centered
above a surface titanium row.
Figure 5 shows the five lowest-energy adsorption
configurations of TMA on the stoichiometric surface (i.e.,
without surface defects), obtained after relaxation. For
configuration 1 the benzene ring of the TMA molecule is
tilted by 6◦ with respect to the [001] direction. The angles
for configuration 2–5 are between 5◦ and 14◦. Configuration
1 gives an adsorption energy Eb,r of −2.16 eV, which is
significantly more stable than all other structures tested. This
results from the formation of bonds between two carboxylic
groups and the surface. The oxygen atoms from two carboxylic
groups (OCOOH) bind to titanium atoms (Tisurf), with a bond
distance of 2.1 A˚. The hydrogen atoms from these two groups
(HCOOH) bind to bridging oxygen atoms (Obridge) with bond
distances of 1.4 A˚.
The results for Eint show that there is a considerable
electronic interaction of 4 eV for configuration 1. This
interaction can only take place because the TMA and the
surface are deformed into the bonding geometry, which costs
deformation energy. Thus, the computed adsorption energy
Eb,r is significantly smaller, with the difference between Eint
and Eb,r being given by the sum of deformation energies
of the TMA and the surface. For configuration 1 we
obtain a deformation energy of 1.19 (0.64) eV for TMA
(for the surface). The TMA deformation energies for the
configurations 2–5 are between 0.46 and 0.79 eV. The surface
deformations are in the range of 0.16–0.55 eV. The adsorption
of molecules on TiO2(110) is significantly influenced by
surface defects [31]. In particular, oxygen vacancies reacting
with water molecules lead to hydroxyl defects in the surface
oxygen rows [47]. In order to investigate their influence on
the adsorption of TMA, we included configurations with a
hydroxyl defect on the surface. A hydroxyl defect is generated
by adding a neutral hydrogen atom to one of the oxygen-bridge
sites. This additional hydrogen atom has a dramatic effect on
all five adsorption configurations shown in figure 5. Also, this
influence depends on the location of the molecule relative to the
hydroxyl defect. By combining the five realistic configurations
of TMA on the defect-free surface with possible locations of
hydroxyl underneath the molecule and after again relaxing the
structure, we arrive at 19 adsorption configurations shown in
figure 6. Again, the benzene ring of configuration 6 adsorbs in
a nearly flat-lying configuration with a tilt angle of 8◦. The tilt
angles for configurations 7–24 are between 1◦ and 17◦.
5
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Figure 6. Relaxed configurations of the TMA molecule on the non-stoichiometric TiO2(110) surface exhibiting a hydroxyl defect (i.e. an
additional hydrogen atom attached to one of the bridging oxygen atoms). In each panel the hydroxyl defect is marked in blue.
Figure 7. Most stable configuration (6). Perspective side view (left) and orthogonal projection onto the (110) plane (right). The numbers in
the right panel denote the valence charge changes QA (in units of elementary charge e) of the TMA atoms due to the bonding to the surface.
A negative value of QA means that the corresponding atom gains electrons with respect to the isolated molecule.
The energetically most favorable structure we found
is configuration 6. This configuration is very similar to
configuration 1 of figure 5, i.e. the most favorable configuration
on the stoichiometric surface. Both in terms of Eint and
in terms of Eb,r, the adsorption is further stabilized by the
hydroxyl defect. The reason for this stabilization is given by
the carboxylic group on the right-hand side of configuration
1 or 6 (best seen in figure 7, which shows configuration 6 as
a side view). On the stoichiometric surface this carboxylic
group remained unbound, with a height of 3.6 A˚ above the
surface. In the case of the hydroxyl-defected surface, on the
other hand, the free oxygen atom of the molecule can form a
hydrogen bond with the hydrogen atom of the defect. This is
reflected in the increase of Eint by 0.83 eV from configuration 1
to configuration 6. To accomplish this, however, the carboxylic
group has to bend in an unfavorable direction, i.e. it moves
towards the surface by 0.4 A˚ compared to configuration 1. The
corresponding increase of the molecular deformation energy
by 0.4 eV, however, is overcompensated by the hydrogen
bond formation, leading to an increased adsorption energy.
Similarly to the data shown in figure 5, both the surface
and the TMA molecule have to deform in order to enable
a strong electronic interaction Eint. In configuration 6 the
TMA and the surface have a deformation energy of 1.64 eV
and 0.81 eV, respectively. For the configurations 7–24 we
observe TMA deformation energies in the range from 0.31 eV
(configuration 23) up to 1.87 eV (configuration 8). The surface
deformation energies go from 0.33 eV (configuration 7) to 3.09
(configuration 22), respectively.
In order to better understand the adsorption mechanism of
configuration 6 we analyze the Voronoi3 deformation density
(VDD), explained in detail in [48]. Similarly to the well-
known Mulliken analysis, the VDD analysis attributes charges
to atoms. This approach often yields more stable results than
the Mulliken analysis, which is known to suffer from severe
basis-set dependence in some cases [48]. We computed the
charge deformation due to bonding between the surface and
the TMA molecule as follows:
QA =
∫
Voronoi cell A
[
ρall(r) − ρTMA(r) − ρsurface(r)
]
dr .
(4)
3 For a given number of points, a Voronoi around point A is the region of
space, which is closer to A then to any other point.
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Table 1. Voronoi charges QA of the most important atoms involved
in TMA–surface bonding for the most stable configuration 6 on the
hydroxyl-defected surface. Neutral H (Ti, O) atoms have 1 (4, 6)
valence electrons, respectively. Refer to figure 1 for naming.
Bond length (A˚) Charge H (e) Charge O (e)
HCOOH1–Obridge1 1.33 −0.88 −6.32
HCOOH2–Obridge2 1.38 −0.87 −6.33
Hdefect–OCOOH 1.49 −0.87 −6.21
Bond length (A˚) Charge Ti (e) Charge O (e)
Tisurf1–OCOOH1 2.12 −3.29 −6.23
Tisurf2–OCOOH2 2.15 −3.29 −6.22
Tibulk1–Obulk1 1.94 −3.30 −6.35
Tibulk2–Obulk2 1.98 −3.30 −6.35
The bonding of the molecule towards the surface is mainly
caused by the bonds between the titanium rows and the oxygen
atoms of two carboxylic groups (Tisurf–OCOOH bonds, caused
by electrostatic interaction) and between the bridging oxygen
row and the hydrogen atoms of the same carboxylic groups
(Obridge–HCOOH hydrogen-bridge bonds). Additionally, the
oxygen atom of the third carboxylic group binds towards the
hydroxyl defect (OCOOH–Hdefect hydrogen-bridge bond).
Our calculations reveal only a small charge transfer from
the surface to the molecule upon bond formation. However, the
residual molecule back-donates electrons towards the surface.
Thus, in sum the entire molecule loses ∼0.03 electrons to the
surface. The valence charge changes QA for the Voronoi
cells of the individual atoms are given in figure 7, whereas
table 1 lists the Voronoi charges QA for the atoms involved
in the TMA–surface bond formation.
The Tisurf–OCOOH bonds have a length of 2.15/2.12 A˚,
which is slightly larger than the Ti–O bond lengths occurring
in bulk TiO2 (1.94 and 1.98 A˚ in our calculation framework).
The OCOOH atoms gain 0.06/0.07 electrons, while the Tisurf
atoms lose 0.04/0.04 electrons. The bond length and the charge
distribution (compared to the bulk values, see table 1) reflect
that the binding between the molecular oxygen and the surface
titanium is not as strong as the Ti–O bonds within the bulk.
The Obridge–HCOOH bonds have a length of 1.33/1.38 A˚.
The Obridge atoms gain 0.04/0.04 electrons, while the HCOOH
atoms lose 0.02/0.01 electrons. Finally, the OCOOH–Hdefect
bond has a length of 1.49 A˚. Here, the charge redistributes
as follows: the OCOOH gains 0.01 electrons, whereas there is
virtually no change at the Hdefect.
Besides configurations where the TMA molecule lies flat
on the surface, we also tested configurations with upright-
standing molecules on the stoichiometric surface. The most
stable configuration is shown in figure 8. Here the TMA
molecule is almost planar, with only a slight deformation of
the COOH groups binding to the surface.
We get an adsorption energy of −1.45 eV, with the TMA
having a deformation energy of 0.46 eV. The absolute value of
the adsorption energy is higher (more stable) than for the cases
of non-tilted upright-standing molecules. However, the best
configurations for flat-lying molecules are still significantly
stronger bound. From our results we conclude that TMA on
25
int
b,r
Figure 8. The most stable configuration for a TMA molecule
standing upright on the clean TiO2 surface, shown as a projection
onto the (1¯10) plane (left) and the (001) plane (right).
TiO2(110) always adsorbs in a flat-lying configuration, and
upright-standing molecules do not occur.
Finally, we also address the issue of TMA deprotonation.
It is well known that carboxylic acids adsorbed onto metal
surfaces such as Cu(110) undergo deprotonation and adsorb
as carboxylate [49, 50]. Also on TiO2(110), deprotonation
of the carboxylic group has been suggested by various
groups [51, 52]. Consequently, we have also tested several
geometries with a deprotonated TMA molecule. To this end
we move the hydrogen atom of one carboxylic group to an
oxygen-bridge site far away, thus forming a hydroxyl defect.
Note that at electronic self-consistency, DFT yields that the
deprotonated TMA molecule is again charge-neutral, i.e. the
hydrogen atom is displaced as H0 rather than as H+. The most
stable relaxed structures for these configurations are shown in
figure 9. For these configurations, the evaluation of E1 (i.e. the
TMA molecule without the surface, but kept in the geometry
in which it adsorbs on the surface) is not possible in a useful
way since it involves the deprotonation, i.e. the displacement
of the hydrogen atom by several a˚ngstro¨ms. The associated
‘deformation energy’, i.e. the difference to E3, would amount
to several electronvolts. Consequently, the resulting binding
energy Eint also yields no useful results in this case. The
underlying concept, i.e. separating the adsorption components
(molecule and surface) at unchanged internal structure, is not
useful for cases in which a chemical reaction has changed
the attribution of atoms to the two components. Therefore
we do not discuss the deformation energies and Eint for
the deprotonation-assisted adsorption of TMA, but restrict
ourselves to the discussion of Eb,r, which still has a well-
defined physical significance.
The most favorable deprotonated structure is configuration
26, with a binding energy of Eb,r = −2.01 eV. Thus, based
on these theoretical results, we conclude that deprotonation
for TMA is less favorable by 0.37 eV for adsorption on the
hydroxylated surface and less favorable by 0.15 eV on the clean
TiO2(110) surface. This is descriptively explainable, as the
third carboxylic group is hindered from forming a hydrogen
bond to a hydroxyl group as calculated in configuration 6.
Contrary, as shown in configuration 26, the carboxylate group
bends toward the neighboring Tisurf row, inducing a large strain
in both molecule and surface.
Table 2 summarizes the adsorption and deformation
energies for the most favorable structures (configurations 1, 6
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26 27
29 30
28
31
-2.01
-1.00 -1.34
-0.37 1.00
-0.45
b,r
b,r
b,r b,r
b,r b,r
Figure 9. The six most realistic relaxed configurations of a deprotonated TMA molecule on the stoichiometric TiO2(110) surface.
Configuration 26 yields the most stable adsorption geometry.
Figure 10. Comparison of the best adsorption geometry obtained from DFT with NC-AFM results. (1)–(8) show images of the corresponding
molecules extracted from figure 2 taken in the protrusion mode. (9)–(11) present images taken in the hole mode [33], which has been
explained by a positively terminated tip (full scan not shown). The molecules are immobile at room temperature, and diffusion is only
observed extremely rarely. From the numbered molecules presented in figure 2, no. (8) is the only molecule disappearing within a time frame
of ∼75 min.
and 26) on the clean and hydroxylated TiO2 surface, including
a deprotonated molecule. The data clearly show that chemical
interaction is accompanied by significant elastic deformation
of both the molecule and the substrate. While this could be
expected for a large, flat (and thus flexible) organic molecule,
a deformation energy of up to 1 eV and more of an anorganic
oxide surface represents a surprising result.
Furthermore, our data indicate that the additional binding
energy due to the hydroxyl defect constitutes a barrier that
would have to be overcome to move the molecule from a
hydroxyl defect to a defect-free region of the surface. In
effect, TMA molecules on TiO2(110) might be trapped at such
defects, and diffusion along the surface would be suppressed.
This conjecture is supported by our experimental observation
that TMA is immobile at room temperature.
In order to compare the most favorable DFT geometry
with our experimental findings, we superimposed the favorable
DFT geometry with experimental data (figure 10). We compare
the experiment and the most favorable structure from theory for
two different contrast modes. Images 1–8 of figure 10 are taken
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Table 2. Energies of the most stable configurations on the clean
TiO2 surface, on the hydroxyl-defected surface, and for a TMA
molecule that deprotonates on the clean TiO2 surface, creating a
hydroxyl defect (all systems are charge-neutral). The deformation
energies of the TiO2 surface and of the TMA molecule are given by
Edeform(TiO2) = E2 − E4 and by Edeform(TMA) = E1 − E3,
respectively.
TMA on
clean TiO2
(config. 1)
TMA on TiO2
with OH
(config. 6)
Depr. TMA
on TiO2
(config. 26)
Eint (eV) −3.99 −4.82
Eb,r (eV) −2.16 −2.38 −2.01
Edeform(TiO2) (eV) 0.64 0.81
Edeform(TMA) (eV) 1.19 1.63
from figure 2, which was assigned to protrusion mode. Images
9–11 in figure 10, on the other hand, are taken in the so-called
hole mode, which has been explained by a positive tip. We can
identify the position relative to the [1¯10] direction and find that
the position of the experimentally observed feature agrees with
the optimum geometry from theory, which is shown in figure 7.
In both contrast modes, the orientation of the TMA molecule
relative to the surface is, as expected, the same.
4. Conclusion
We have presented a combined NC-AFM and DFT study
on the adsorption behavior of TMA on TiO2(110) at room
temperature, focusing on the adsorption geometry at low
coverages.
The NC-AFM images reveal stable molecular structures
centered on top of the in-plane titanium rows. Our experimental
results suggest that the molecules anchor to special surface
sites, which most likely are hydroxyl defects, as supported by
our DFT calculations.
The optimum adsorption geometry as obtained by our
theoretical calculations is a flat-lying molecule. Deprotonation
of the carboxylic groups is not favored based on our DFT
results. The position along the [1¯10] direction as revealed by
NC-AFM is confirmed. Binding mostly results from two of
the three carboxylic groups, which interact with the surface
oxygen rows and the adjacent titanium rows. Furthermore,
the molecule is more strongly bound to the surface when a
hydroxyl defect is present, due to an additional bond involving
the third carboxylic group. This constitutes a barrier for
removing the molecule from the defect, which might explain
why the molecule is rather immobile at room temperature.
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